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Opticalweak 
lens

need all signals to be correlated, 1, 2, 3, .. Npt .. & to be lensed 
need validation ✔✔& speed to build (all-sky large-dynamic-range light-cone) ensembles 

webskying the Universe in search of Beyond-the-SMc  

COHI

Dick Bond @ Cosmic Controversies 19.10.07  A toolkit for CMB and LSS experiments creating websky-ensembles to 
test BSMc theories on the Universe with PeakPatches+Hydro+eUsims .. => coarse-grain halo+field & fine-grain response functions  
THEN BBKS, BCEK, B+Myers91,93,96, BKP web, BW NOW: CITA mini-industry Alvarez, Bond, Stein 2013 
.2018-19- Berger, Battaglia, Codis, van Engelen, Motloch, Huang, Frolov, Lague, Braden, Morrison, Murray, Keating, Breysse, 
Padmanabhan Lahklani, bruno, connor, ronan, furen, remi, jason, jaafar 

Planck, AdvACT, SO, CMB-S4, CCATp, LITEBIRD + SPT, BK, CLASS,.. optical/IR SDSSn, EUCLID, LSST, 
DES, HSC, DESI, SphereX, WFIRST radio LIM CHIME, HIRAX, COMAP, CHORD,…SKA, HERA, LOFAR, ..

= one single vast entangled multi-messenger experiment probing the underlying BSMc
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In search of Buried Treasure
COMAP-CHIME .. SphereX LIM and nonG 
CIB nonG,  unlensed cf. lensed  
Planck-ACT tSZ X DES+BOSS a way to locally map for treasure
fDM aka wavy DM information-diffusing-DM Hybrid fCDM cf hCDM
ζ(x) maps - 2D from Planck ET, power-map from TEB 3D future target 

BSMc Beyond the SMc  fcDM, ζ~Einflaton relic anomalies, cDE ΩΛ(t,x),
                                                           cvafa=(2𝜺s)1/2<0.6 P15  & mDM(t,x)





WEBSKYing  
HI LineIntensityMapping 
need a huge halo 
mass range 

=> fully coherent 
hierarchical boxes

Phil Berger + Alvarez, Bond, Stein 2019



5

Alvarez, Bond, Stein, Berger 2019

HOD for galaxies in halos HI map processed like COMAP 1024 frequencies, 6’ fwhm cf. 60’ CHIME

HI 21cm cf. CHIME z=0.8-2.5, ~(8 Gpc)3 
                            ~60’ CHIME, still good for fuzzy web 
                       BAO target but need Mmin below 1011Msun

LHI =
3A10h⌫0
4mp

MHI
MHI = f

MHalo

1 + MHalo

MMax

Villaescusa-Navarro et al. 2014

current Application to CO (87 sq deg) 1 boxes to tile, 
1190 Mpc, 40 MHz moving smoothing window 
z=2.4-3.4, (4096)^3, M_halo,min =2.5(10) Msun, 52M 
halos, 2048 CPU cores SciNet, time 20m

new response: Hamsa Padmanabhan 2018 @ CITA



Phil Berger + ABS 2019



WEBSKYing LIMs for 
Primordial nonG 

COMAP cf HI movie  
CO response does not need to go as low in Mgal as HI 

response Tony Li => Hamsa Padmanabhan data-driven Developing CO-
response from hires FIRE hydro simulations w/ Keating Murray 

Large-volume HI better suited for nonG of the large-scale intermittent sort, a 
buried treasure

Planck “2018” results - Legacy: t𝛬CDM = SMc = 𝛬CDMt𝝵 - no BSMc evidence but tensions/anomalies 

Planck18 IX (nonG) Inflation-template based: perturbative & correlated fNL* < 3 => fNL*𝜎𝝵  < 0.0006 ! 
Planck18 VII (Isotropy & Statistics) blind-nonG statistics of low L anomalies - not enough modes 

BSMc nonGaussianity:  in Quest of relics from U’s first-order 1st-order phase transition - modulated  
in Quest of particle/quasiparticle creation events - from during & from after inflation 

=> search for spatially Intermittent types of nonG in CMB, .. SphereX, Euclid .. CHIME, CHORD .. & ..



Intermittent Heating Non-Gaussian case

Bond , Huang, Stein; Braden, Morrison, Chakrani…

after inflation modulated nonG

ζinf

uncorrelated & subdominant 
ζf,heating[x | light isocon]
nonlinear function of a modulating  

Gaussian marginalized over 50 e-fields

during inflation: direct k𝚫V nonG:  
k-space bursts ⇒ x-space bursts 
> 3𝜎 ‘cold’ spots superposed on 
near-Gaussian stochastic inflation

Δζf[x |m2
⊥⊥(ϕinf )] = ζf[x |ΔV ] − ζf[x |no ΔV ]

Gaussian X 
nonGaussian (NL) 
how correlated?



Primordial Non-Gaussianity in CO example: the LCDM signal and 2 nonG difference maps - a movie

Gaussian fnl = 10

fnl uncorrelated Intermittent
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large scale => CHIME much larger volume is better

Our LIM/LAM future:  
HI, CII, CO correlated/entangled  with  
the “classic” optical LSS survey  
in quest of subdominant nonG 
CHIME HIRAX CHORD COMAP CCATP 
SphereX 
+ Euclid, WFIRST,  WebbST,  
+ DES, DESI, LSST +++ 
+ eROSITA +



WEBSKYing the 
Lensed CIB non-
Gaussianity

CO cf CIB movie

Jason Lee, Dick Bond, Pavel Matloch, George Stein, Alex van Engelen, Marcelo Alvarez



CO CIB
using 217 GHz Planck 2015 Model, no tomographyusing Li et al. 2016 Model

underway: Lensing of CIB & COmap & HImaps &..

z=2.4-3.4 

COmap sims using Li+ Mhalo -> LCO cf. CIB a la Planck13,15 
Danger: correlated stochasticity of bursty star formation etc.



CO cf CIB movie



bispectrum via skewness in L-bands cf. Planck’s bispectrum estimate, single overall  scaling

mass-peak-patches + the CIB response function works OK cf. Planck 3-point data!

Jason Lee, Dick Bond, Pavel Matloch, George Stein, Alex van Engelen, Marcelo Alvarez



WEBSKYing the  
ACT y-map & DES + 
BOSS in quest of 
superclusters & LSS 
anomalies -   
nonG buried treasure? 

Martine Lokken, Dick Bond, Renee Hlozek, Mat Madhavacheril, George Stein, Alex van Engelen +ACT/DES
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LSS mocks to test: standard Gaussian inflaton ζinf + subdominant uncorrelated ζisoc e.g., 
from modulated preheating and during inflation instabilities

LSS tSZ: Gaussian std  +
subdominant uncorrelated ζ

LSS tSZ: Gaussian std 

B2FH, b+braden+frolov+huang ABSB+FH, alvarez+b+stein+frolov+huang

uncorrelated nonG ‘wide open’ cf. usual correlated highly constrained nonG

3D intermittency

3D intermittency

also cf. quadratic nG:  
correlated fNL 
uncorrelated large fNLeff

influence of  
ζ-heating-prominences  
on the thermal  
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect



1132 to 1232 Mpc, 𝚫z-selected CMASS continuous field (1deg smooth) & Redmapper cluster/halo stack-points via pkp

1132 to 1232 Mpc, tSZ field a la ACT y-map (no 𝚫z-selection) & Redmapper cluster/halo stack-points via peak-patch 

Oriented dipole-broken stack on 1661 most massive halos in Peak 
Patch in slice 2032-2132 Mpc, aka z~0.55. (This matches the number 
of richness > 5 clusters in that slice, in the ACT region, in 
Redmapper). 1 degree at this redshift is ~25 h^-1 Mpc.

Martine Lokken, Dick Bond, Renee Hlozek, Mat Madhavacheril, George Stein, Alex van Engelen +ACT/DES



Oriented dipole-symmetric stack on 1661 most massive 
halos in Peak Patch in slice 2032-2132 Mpc, z~0.55. 

Oriented dipole-asymmetric stack on 1661 most massive 
halos in Peak Patch in slice 2032-2132 Mpc, z~0.55. 

unoriented tSZ stack on 888 Peak Patch halos 0.34< z <0.62 unoriented tSZ stack on 149 Peak Patch halos 0.62< z <0.95

tide-like 
orient via ∇ -2 ∇i∇j ngal 
acceleration-like 
dipole via ∇ -2 ∇i ngal   



WEBSKYing the 
ultra-low mass 
axion spectrum  
aka CDM/fDM hybrid
Occam’s razor Usual to do pure fDM + B m > e-22, interesting effects at e-23. 
Fine grain simulations (Mocz ++), dG at high z a target  
Coarse-grain LSS effects via response functions, hard to capture rich small scale phenom 

String theory of compactifying extra dimensions, dilaton, moduli, axions, .. 
String Axiverse Asimina Arvanitakia,b, Savas Dimopoulosc, Sergei Dubovskyc,d, Nemanja Kalopere, and 
John March-Russell String theory suggests the simultaneous presence of many ultralight axions, possibly 
populating each decade of mass down to the Hubble scale 10−33eV. Conversely the presence of such a plenitude of 
axions (an “axiverse”) would be evidence for string theory, since it arises due to the topological complexity of the extra-
dimensional manifold and is ad hoc in a theory with just the four familiar dimensions  
=> ultra-low mass axion spectrum  eg CDM/fDM hybrid, fine-grain to coarse-grain easier

Alex Lague, Dick Bond, Renee Hlozek, George Stein



halo suppression large
Peak Patch box=(188 Mpc)3 sim.                                              
number slice: Mcut=1011 Msun    
@1012 Msun, n(CDM) > n(FDM)

10-23 ev at 100% FDM

halos; TBD galaxies via HOD => 
CMASS and Euclid mocks

monopole halo power x k3/2

quadrupole halo power x k3/2

via “nbodykit” on 30 sims/case

redshift space distortion



5x10-23 ev at 50% Peak Patch box=(188 Mpc)3 sim.                                              
number slice: Mcut=1011 Msun    
@1012 Msun, n(CDM) = n(FCDM)

quadrupole halo power x k3/2

monopole halo power x k3/2



forecasting FCDM constraints from CMB-S4 lensing
(4096 Mpc)3 peak-patch lightcone

from S4 errors on CL𝜅𝜅

there will be many future 
tests using LSS of FCDM. 
this is an example.
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